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Abstract. Acoustic emission (AE) and optical video microscope (VMS) monitoring 
was proposed to evaluate the stress corrosion cracking (SCC) mechanism of type 304 
stainless steels in work-hardened (WH) and solution heat treatment (ST) specimen 
caused by a small magnesium-chloride droplet. The SCC testing was conducted on an 
AE waveform measurement system with a high sensitivity AE sensor.  
 In the corrosion testing of WH, three types of corrosion were observed in the 
corrosion testing, which were the open pitting, covered pitting and snake-like 
corrosion, respectively. There were many AE events in the covered pitting and the 
snake-like corrosion. On the contrary, there was no AE event in the open pitting. 
Besides, the cross section of the snake-like corrosion was analysed by EBSD. It 
shows that there were some cracks at the {111} interface of Σ3 coincidence boundary 
and annealing twins under the corrosion surface. 
 In the stress corrosion testing, the crack propagation length could be measured 
clearly under the droplet with coved glass by VMS. The crack velocities of WH were 
3.2-4.7 mm/ks and it propagated almost continuously. That of ST were 2.1-3.8 mm/ks 
and it propagated similar to WH. AE signals were generated at early stage of SCC 
testing, after that, they were generated discontinuously in WH. No AE signals were 
detected in ST. The detected AE signals were synchronized with small bubbling on 
the crack in a droplet observed by high magnification VMS. With the cross-section 
SEM observations, covered pitting under the crack was observed at the bubbling 
position. In the cross-section images of crack tip by SEM, WH and ST crack tips were 
located under the specimen surface. As the SCC mechanism could not HC and APC. 

1. Introduction  

Stainless steel is often used as a structural material of high corrosion resistance. However, 
concurrent with stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in stainless steel, environmental exposure 
can also result in a reduction of toughness (environmental fracture). SCC in the elastic region 
of a material can be observed at a high magnification by comparing before and after 
examinations of a droplet placed on a U-bend thin-plate by optical microscopy and by 
scanning probe microscopy (SPM) 1-3). Acoustic emission (AE) which was generated by 
crack nucleation and propagation have been applied as monitoring techniques of stress 
corrosion cracking (SCC). There are many uncertainties that exist in the AE analysis, and it 
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was necessary to estimate the AE source during corrosion 4-7). High-magnification video 
microscopy (VMS) observation in the droplet was reveal relationship between AE sources 
and SCC phenomena 8).  

In this report AE and SCC mechanisms of the droplet testing are summarized. 

2. Experimental procedures  

2.1 Corrosion testing  

Commercial SUS304 stainless steel was used in the present study. The specimens were 20 
mm wide, 100 mm long, and 0.2 mm thick with surfaces mechanically polished. The 
Vickers’s hardness was Hv 420, meaning that the surface of the thin plate had been 
work-hardened. A droplet of 25 mass% MgCl2 solution was set in the center of the surface of 
specimens placed inside a thermostatic bath (343 K, 30 % humidity) for three days. 

In-situ surface optical observation was conducted during corrosion testing using 
Keyence High sensitivity cooled CCD color camera VB7000 with +VH-Z100UR optical 
lenses with 40 to 400 times magnification. To observe directly the generation of pitting in a 
droplet by high magnification, a cover glass was placed on the droplet. The diameter of 
droplet was fixed about 1 mm, because the corrosion type was reported to vary with changes 
in droplet size [8]. The volume of droplet without cover glass was 3 L. The gap between the 
specimen and the cover glass was adjusted by piling up 0.2 mm-thick cover glasses. When 
the gap was 0.2 mm, the volume of the droplet was 1 L; when the gap was 0.4 mm, the 
volume was 2 L. A continuous AE waveform monitor (CWM) was used to analyze the AE 
signals. Its measurement settings were 2 MHz sampling rate with a 12-bit resolution in the ±5 
V range in two channels. The total gain was 80 dB. 

Figure 1 indicates specimen and measurement settings. The corrosion process was 
observed by VMS through a cover glass (c) and a MgCl2 droplet underneath (a). The gap 
between the specimen (d) and the cover glass was set to 0.4 mm with glass plate spacers (e). 
The diameter of the droplet was ~1 mm. Two 180 kHz resonant high-sensitivity integrated 
AE sensors (M204A: Fuji Ceramics) were employed to detect signals (b) and for noise 
monitoring (i). The signal detection AE sensor was mounted under the specimen (d) on the 
glass plate (g) with super glue. A sensor mounted glass plate was fixed to the steel block (h) 
with PTFE tape (f) to reject mechanical friction noise. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Specimen and measurement settings, (a) photo and (b) schematic representing specimen and AE sensor 
mounting. 

2.2 Stress Corrosion Testing  

The specimens were 20 mm wide, 100 mm long, and 0.2 mm thick with surfaces 
mechanically polished. Two types of specimens were prepared for the testing: 
work-hardened WH (Hv 433) and solution heat treatment ST (Hv 205). A droplet of 25 

a: droplet, b: AE 
sensor, c: cover glass, 
d: specimen, e: spacer, 
f: PTFE tape, g: sensor 
base glass plate, h: steel 
block, i: noise monitor 
AE sensor 
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mass% MgCl2 solution was set in the center of the surface of specimens placed inside a 
thermostatic bath (343 K, 30 % humidity) for three days. In-situ surface optical observation 
was conducted during SCC testing using the VMS (VB7000+VH-Z250R; Keyence) with 250 
to 2500 times magnification. The recorded frame interval was 600 s. A continuous AE 
waveform monitor (CWM) was used to analyze the AE signals. The measurement settings 
were 2 MHz sampling rate with a 12-bit resolution in the ±5 V range in two channels. The 
total gain was 80 dB. A cover glass was placed on the droplet to directly observe the SCC at 
high magnification.   

Figures 2 (a) and (b) indicate specimen and measurement settings. SCC was observed 
by VMS through a cover glass (a) with a MgCl2 droplet underneath (b). The gap between the 
specimen (d) and the cover glass was set to 0.4 mm with glass plate spacers (c). The diameter 
of the droplet was ~1 mm. Two 180 kHz resonant high-sensitivity integrated AE sensors 
(M204A; Fuji Ceramics) were mounted on the specimen (f) using mounting jig (g). The 
bending stress of 1000 MPa that was calculated from the curvature radius was applied by a 
bending force jig (e). Located AE hits were analysed with a 40 VP-P of threshold level. 

 
 

Fig. 2. Specimen and measurement settings, 
(a) photo and (b) schematic representing specimen loading and AE sensor mounting. 

3. Results 

3.1 Corrosion Testing  

Figure 3 presents a VMS image of snake-like corrosion under a droplet at ~7.2 ks (a), 45 ks 
(b) and 80 ks (c). The snake-like corrosion nucleated with a light color at ~1ks; then the 
corrosion surface color blackened at ~7.2 ks. The film of corrosion products advanced 
discontinuously to the left (Figs. 3 (b) and (c)). The corrosion product film had growth and 
quiet periods. 

 
 

 
(a)                                                      (b)                                                   (c) 

Fig. 3. VMS image of snake-like corrosion under a droplet at (a) ~7.2 ks, (b) 45 ks, and (c) 80 ks. 
 

Figure 4 shows cumulative AE hit counts and AE peak amplitude with time. During 
the corrosion testing, more than 10,000 AE events were detected, with their maximum 
amplitude level exceeding 1mV0-p. The AE signals had semi-active (0-47 ks), active (47-62 
and 69-73 ks), and inactive periods (62-69 and 73- ks). The growth period of the corrosion 

a: cover glass, b: 
droplet, c: PTFE tape, 
d: specimen, e: 
Bending force plate, f: 
AE sensor, g: AE 
sensor mounting jig 
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product film in Fig. 3 corresponded to the inactive period of the AE signals. In contrast, the 
quiet period of corrosion product film corresponded to the active period of the AE signals. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Cumulative AE hit counts and AE peak amplitude with time. 

 
 

Figure 5 shows typical cross-section of the corrosion, optical microscope (OM), scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) and inverse pole figure (IPF) map of EBSD. The numbers in 
SEM image are cracks.  Those cracks located at the {111} interface of Σ3 coincidence 
boundary and annealing twins analyzed by EBSD. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Typical cross-section of the corrosion, optical microscope (OM), scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) and inverse   pole figure (IPF) map of EBSD. 

3.2 Stress Corrosion Testing  

Figure 6 present in-situ images of the droplets acquired by VMS for WH specimen. The 
pitting that initiated SCC was observed within 60 s of being set to the droplet on the specimen 
surface (Fig. 6 (a)). Cracks were observed under corrosion-product films covering upper part 
of the pitting. In addition, the corrosion-product film fully covered the pitting (Fig. 6 (b)). 
The cracks propagated a small angle of zigzag line. The cracks propagated almost 
continuously except larger angle of zigzag line (Fig. 6 (c)). 
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(a)                                                      (b)                                                   (c) 

Fig. 6. Cumulative AE hit counts and AE peak amplitude with time. 
 
Figures 7 and 8 present cumulative AE event counts and crack lengths (a), and AE peak 
amplitude of events and crack lengths (b) with time for WH and ST specimen. In the WH 
specimen,  AE events increased rapidly to the first stage (54 ks) of the crack nucleation 
and/or propagation. The AE events then increased rapidly at 81 ks. AE amplitudes ranged 
from 40 to 150 V. Low-amplitude AEs (around 50 V) were detected where the zigzag 
crack lines stopped. In the ST specimen, the tendency of crack propagation was similar to the 
WH specimen, but there was no AE activity. Table 1 lists the crack lengths, starting time and 
crack velocities for WH and ST specimens. The crack starting times were 45 to 82 ks, and the 
crack velocities were 3.2 to 4.7 m/ks. 

 

 
(a)                                                                                  (b) 

Fig. 7. Crack lengths and cumulative AE event counts (a), and AE peak amplitude (b) in WH. 
 

 

 
(a)                                                                                  (b) 

Fig. 8. Crack lengths and cumulative AE event counts (a), and AE peak amplitude (b) in ST. 
 

  
Table 1. Summarized the crack starting time and crack velocity in work-hardened and  

solution heat treatment specimens. 
Specimens Crack starting time, ks Crack velocity, m/ks 
Work-hardened WH 44.7 – 46.8 3.3 - 4.7 
Solution heat treatment ST 81.9 – 115.8 3.2 - 4.1 

ST ST 

WH 

WH WH 
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3. Discussion 

Four theories for SCC of the chloride in the austenitic stainless steel have been proposed in 
recent years: 1) active path corrosion (APC), 2) Hydrogen embrittlement cracking (HE), 3) 
concurrent effect of active path corrosion and Hydrogen embrittlement cracking 3), 4) 
hydrogen-induced transformation 2). Over the past few decades, a considerable number of 
studies have been made on AE signals during SCC testing. Kondo and Takemoto 9, 10) 
analyzed the process of SCC and crevice corrosion of SUS 304 stainless steel. The AE 
signals for which indicated that there were two types of AE signals, such as fracture and 
friction of hard rust, and hydrogen evolution. 

In our corrosion testing, pitting initiated SCC, and the cracks were transgranular 
fractures 4). The corrosion-product film covered the pitting as it expanded as shown in Fig. 3 
(b) and (c). The nucleation times of SCC were 45 to 82 ks, and crack velocities were 3.2 to 
4.7 µm/ks. AE activity was detected during crack nucleation time, but the activity was not 
directly related to crack propagation. Figure 9 presents recorded VMS image of AE activity 
period of WH. Lots of bubbling was observed at the crack position during AE active period. 
On the other hand, there was no bubbling during inactive AE period. Based on the 
cross-section SEM observations, inner pitting under the crack located at the bubbling 
position of WH as shown in Fig. 10 (a). On the other hand, open pitting was located on the 
crack surface in ST (Fig. 10 (b)).  
 

 
Fig. 9. Crack lengths and cumulative AE event counts (a), and AE peak amplitude (b) in ST. 

 
 

     
(a)                                                     (b) 

Fig. 10. Cross section images of SCC by SEM of WH (a) and ST (b). 
 

In X-ray’s CT images of WH and ST, the similar tendency was observed as shown in Fig. 11. 
It could be concluded that the detected AE signals were mainly attributed to hydrogen 
bubbling from the inner pitting. It means that the SCC mechanism is not HC. 
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(a)                                                     (b) 

Fig. 11. X-ray’s CT images of WH (a) and ST (b).  
 

Figure 12 shows cross-section images of crack tip by SEM. The both crack tips were located 
under the specimen surface. In the cross-section of corrosion testing as shown in Fig. 5, there 
were some cracks at the {111} interface of Σ3 coincidence boundary and annealing twins 
under the corrosion surface analyzed by EBSD. The cracks which occurred by both the 
corrosion and the stress-corrosion existed not on the surfaces, but under the surfaces acidic 
chloride solution touched. It means that the SCC mechanism is not APC. Masuda 2) studied 
the relation between the movement of hydrogen and the crack formation by Magnetic force 
microscope (MFM) and Kelvin force microscope (KFM) observation in SUS316L and 
SUS310S. He concluded that the small cracks were produced when hydrogen-induced 
martensite phase was formed ahead of the crack tip and joined together when the 
hydrogen-induced martensite phase changed back to the austenite phase. When the crack 
nucleation time caused by the hydrogen-induced phase transformation is slow, it wouldn’t to 
be able to detect AE signals in our measurement setting. It could be concluded that the SCC 
process of the testing as follows, 

1) After the crack initiation, APC occurs in the inner crack surface.  
2) Hydrogen ion generate from the inner pitting. Then the hydrogen ion becomes hydrogen 

gas in the inner pitting. 
3) During corrosion progression, the inner crack progresses to the crack front and the 

specimen surface simultaneously.  
4) In the case of WH, the extended surface crack is closed by residual surface stress caused 

by sheet processing. Increases of the gas pressure in the pitting makes the crack surface 
open on the specimen. Then the gas sprouts at the inner pitting position transiently in the 
solution. It must be main source of AE during SCC testing. 

5)  In the case of ST, a new surface pitting forms on the propagated crack surface. The 
surface pitting combines with the inner pitting, then the hydrogen ion or gas which 
generated in the inner pitting is released gradually in the solution.   

 
 

 
(a)                                                                  (b) 

Fig. 12. Cross section images of crack tip by SEM of WH (a) and ST (b). 
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4. Conclusions 

Acoustic emission (AE) and optical video microscope (VMS) monitoring was proposed to 
evaluate the stress corrosion cracking (SCC) mechanism of type 304 stainless steels in 
work-hardened (WH) and solution heat treatment (ST) specimen caused by a small 
magnesium-chloride droplet.  

 
1) The crack propagation length could be measured clearly under the droplet with coved 
glass by VMS. The crack velocities of WH were 3.2-4.7 m/ks and it propagated almost 
continuously. That of ST were 2.1-3.8 m/ks and it propagated similar to WH.  
2) AE signals were generated at early stage of SCC testing, after that, they were generated 
discontinuously in WH. No AE signals were detected in ST. The detected AE signals were 
synchronized with small bubbling on the crack in a droplet observed by high magnification 
VMS.  
3) With the cross-section SEM observations, covered pitting under the crack was observed at 
the bubbling position. 
4) In the cross-section images of crack tip by SEM, WH and ST crack tips were located under 
the specimen surface. As the SCC mechanism could not HC and APC, we have to consider 
the AE measurement setting for hydrogen-induced transformation detection. 
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